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People who are addicted to crack cocaine and even pain killers go
missing, and an 80-year-old man dies of cardiomyopathy, a heart
disease that usually affects older adults. As reported by the WFAA-TV
News in Texas, Bryant Bender entered a plea of guilty to the Class A
Misdemeanor and received two year's deferred adjudication. The
Texas Department of Public Safety (DPS) will not press the charge,
which is punishable by up to a $10,000 fine or 2 years in jail. The
Department released the following statement: DPS Trooper Ginger
LeBeau said the department received a report that a suspicious
vehicle was parked near a residence in the 16100 block of Northeast
13th Street and investigators found the vehicle. The vehicle was
registered to Richard Bryant in the 9900 block of Shennerville Road.
Trooper LeBeau contacted the owner and found that the man was a
relative of Bryant. The man explained to investigators that he had
recently purchased the vehicle from the owner and that Bryant had
no knowledge of what was in the vehicle. Investigators found a small
amount of crack cocaine hidden in the vehicle. The man told
investigators he did not call police about the cocaine. He also did not
call police that night about being missing from his residence. The
man was hospitalized for an undisclosed medical condition and was
later arrested after admitting to a relative he had missed two prior
appointments at a DPS office. Trooper LeBeau said Bryant will be
required to undergo an evaluation at a state agency to determine his
ability to drive.Q: How to name an argument in Objective-C I have a
method in Objective-C which may not always have the same number
of arguments (and even if it does, I don't know how many). Anyway,
it's a sort of "record debugging" method, as I read about it in the
book Programming iOS: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide. Here's how I call
the method, - (void)log:(NSString*) message withLine:(int) line {
NSLog(@" %@:%d:%s", self, line, message); } I really dislike the way
I have to name the arguments (line and message), but I couldn't find
out another way to call the method. So, how can I name the
arguments? A: I suggest that
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